
FLEET MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM FOR SMART GPS MONITORING

FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO KNOW



ONI SYSTEM – A WAY TO IMPROVEMENT

DO YOU ASK YOURSELF 
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS?
Where are my cars at the moment?

Are my drivers doing what they should be doing?

Are they speeding?

Why is my fuel consumption so high?

Do the drivers stay within their designated zones?

Am I utilizing my fleet fully?

ONI SYSTEM PROVIDES INFORMATION 
ABOUT EVERYTHING THAT MATTERS.
Employees and vehicles are one of the company's most 
valued assets. 

The right optimization and control can increase the 
efficiency and utilization of your fleet and your drivers. 

ONI system offers the best tools for monitoring your 
commercial fleet in order to increase the work efficiency and 
staff safety. It helps you minimize risks and expenses related 
to unauthorized or improper usage of your assets and 
resources.

YOU CAN MANAGE YOUR FLEET ALL OVER THE WORLD

Use ONI system now and save time and money 
right from the beginning.



TIME MANAGEMENT
Maintaining the schedule and timekeeping is important in 
every business. Make sure your drivers arrive on time and 
your customers are satisfied. Leave no room for idling or 
neglecting your employees’ duties. Give your supervisor 
or your fleet manager the tool to maintain  perfect control 
over the entire fleet and its operation.

SECURITY AND SAFETY 
ONI system offers wide range of tools for monitoring the 
safety of your drivers, especially while working in the remote 
or dangerous areas (lone worker). Use panic button to allow 
your worker call for help when in danger. Set zones and 
areas to monitor the driver's movements and receive SMS 
notification if a vehicle leaves or enters designated area. 
Allow your employees focus on their job while providing 
them with safe working environment.

THEFT PROTECTION
The GPS tracker is not only able to monitor the vehicles but 
can also protect them. It can initiate an alarm and sent SMS 
and e-mails about the following incidents:

• Car accident
• Wheel theft
• Towing (car theft)

After a driver finishes his trip and turns off the engine, the car 
is put into an armed mode. When armed, the device 
monitors the above mentioned statuses and sends 
immediate information to the specified receiver to inform 
him about an accident or unauthorised handling of his 
vehicle.

REPORTS AND STATISTICS
Use ONI system to monitor your drivers' and employees' 
performance. Follow and evaluate different performance 
indicators such as kilometres driven, speeding or idling to 
see who is doing their job well and who needs improvement. 
Motivate your drivers and set goals based on real-live 
numbers and performance.

ALERTS
Receive SMS or e-mail on various events and have 
immediate information on the vehicle's situation. See if a 
vehicle exceeded allowed speed in a designated zone, or be 
the first to know that your driver has gotten into a car 
accident.  Furthermore be informed that the vehicle is being 
towed, or that someone might be steeling the wheels.

ZONES AND RULES - GEOFENCE
Making your drivers abide to their schedule and routes can 
sometimes be difficult. Set zones to limit and control the 
driver's operation and movement. Receive messages upon 
any breach of the set rules such as entering, exiting a zone or 
speeding within a particular area. 

POI
Set various Point of interests to organize your fleet and its 
operation and to navigate your drivers to their destination 
in an efficient and faster way. POI allow you to mark 
important landmarks such as petrol stations or hotels or 
even your customers’ places of business and 
headquarters.

ONI SYSTEM FEATURES

OUR WEB APLICATION IS EASY TO MANAGE



FUEL CONTROL AND DRIVER BEHAVIOUR

READING FROM CANbus
Integration with the vehicle CANbus allows for precise 
monitoring of the trip length, the total odometer status and 
the status before and after a trip and the status of fuel in the 
tank before, throughout and after the trip. Reports from 
CANbus are essential if you wish to calculate precisely the 
cost of each trip and prevent possible fuel theft. Use the 
above information to educate your drivers and assume 
responsibility for their behaviour and actions.  

ECO DRIVING
A company car is often considered a no man's property and 
is treated thus by the drivers. Modifying and improving the 
behaviour of your drivers can have unexpected impact on 
the efficiency and also the lifespan of your fleet. Give your 
drivers feedback on how they break, accelerate or how good 
their foresight is and make them understand the importance 
of save and economic driving. 

EXTREME 
BREAKING BREAKING FORESIGHT

12,83 % 37,17 % 55,72 %

AGGRESSIVE 
ACCELERATION ACCELERATION FLUENT TRIP

18,55 % 29,85 % 73,46 %

WE DEVELOP SOPHISTICATED SOLUTIONS



DRIVER ID
Driver identification allows for further control over your fleet 
where every driver is recognizable and could be easily 
evaluated separately based on his or her individual 
performance and behaviour. This is mostly suitable for 
companies where drivers operate multiple vehicles.  The 
driver identification could be done via the means of RFID 
chip and reader (hidden installation) or by using the full-
contact Dallas chip and reader placed on the dashboard.

TRIP TYPE SWITCH
Many drivers have the company cars available also for their 
personal usage. To monitor your drivers properly, you need 
to distinguish between the private and business trips. The 
little 0/1 switch placed on the dashboard enables the drivers 
to correctly record each trip in order to generate proper and 
transparent reports.

TEMPERATURE MONITORING 
Maintaining the right temperature of a 
delivery might be the key responsibility of 
a shipper. A temperature sensor placed in 
the vehicle trunk or refrigerated unit 
provides you with valuable information 
that can help avoid spoilage or 
devaluation of a shipment. This might 
prevent considerable losses to you and 
your customers.
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ADDITIONAL FEATURES

TESTING AND QUALITY CONTROL IS ESSENTIAL



Power suppy voltage 8 – 42 VDC
Power supply current max. 600 mA
Connector (power supply,  14pin Molex  90142-0014, wires awg 20–24
inputs/outputs) 
Operating temperature range –25 °C to +65 °C
Ingress protection IP 20
Dimensions 91 mm × 64 mm × 32mm
Inputs 3× binary input
Communication channels GSM/GPRS 850/900/1800/1900 MHz
 GPS
Compatible interfaces 1× 1-Wire (iButton key, RFID reader, 
 temperature sensor)
 1× RS 232 @ TTL 3V level (Garmin support)
 1× CAN bus, FMS
GSM/GPS antennas SMA/SMB, external
Warranty 2 years 



NAM SYSTEM - A COMPANY WORTH PARTNERING WITH 

NAM system, a.s. is a fleet management software producer 
based in the Czech Republic. The software and hardware 
development has started in 1990 which makes the company 
one of the steadiest player on the market with 25 years of 
tradition. The company has since become one of the major 
provider of GPS monitoring and Central monitoring stations 
in the Czech and Slovak Republic. NAM system products 
and services are of the highest quality and in compliance 
with the worldwide standards. We are currently monitoring 
more than 17 000 assets.

Being the developer as well as the producer of all our 
systems, we are very flexible and able to react quickly to the 
needs of our customer as well as the market needs.

OUR REFERENCES
Fire-fighting departments
Police services
Security agencies
Transportation companies
Health services
Assistance and support services
Power industry
Government and municipal services  

OUR VALUES
Our aim is to create a safe and reliable environment for our 
customers, make them feel comfortable and well taken care 
for. We know how to do our job and we know how to do it 
best. Our customer’s trust is crucial to us. We aim for long-
term partnership with benefits for both sides.  

Our know-how and 25 years of experience makes us a 
valued partner, who can adapt quickly to market changes 
and deliver wide range of products and services.

NAM SYSTEM MOTTO:

Stability and reliability built on advanced technologies

ONI SYSTEM AS A WHITE LABEL
customize ONI system according to your needs 
and the needs of your customers
create own plans and packages 
optimize the look - change colors, add your logo 
pay only for connected customers, no upfront 
license fees necessary

ONI system allows you to become fleet management 
provider without high initial costs related to HW and 
SW development!



NAM system, a.s.
U Pošty 1163/13

735 64 Havířov - Prostřední Suchá
Czech Republic

Tel.: (+420) 596 531 140
E-mail: info@nam.cz

www.namsystem.com


